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Abstract
We develop an architecture for a product master model that federates
CAD systems with downstream application processes for dierent feature
views that are part of the design process. The architecture addresses espe-
cially the need to make persistent associations of design information with
net shape elements. Moreover, the design respects the need of commercial
CAD systems (and of downstream applications) to maintain proprietary
information that must not be disclosed in the master model.
Two case studies consider the requirements on the master model archi-
tecture, for geometric dimensioning and tolerancing, and for manufacturing
process planning using NC machining. We discuss how to reconcile the as-
sociated feature views and how to update them under net shape redesign.
The case studies indicate that many design changes that arise from these
downstream views can be formalized by a well-dened problem on dimen-
sional and geometric constraints.
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1 Introduction
There is a long-standing interest in product data bases that organize discrete
manufacturing and the associated data processing. A key problem devising
such a data base is to nd appropriate mechanisms and information models
for recording and interrogating CAD data, and to devise appropriate structures
serving dierent information and process needs in manufacturing and product
life cycle maintenance. This diculty is further compounded by the intrinsic
problems associated with accurate conversion of geometric representations, [14],
and by the requirement of protecting the proprietariness of certain data and
methods of commercial CAD systems and of other software components.
In this paper, we develop a plausible organization for a product master model
and address some of the delicate questions of coordinating the CAD system with
other software components that take care of downstream information processing.
In two case studies, we consider geometric dimensioning and tolerance analysis
programs and process planners for numerically controlled machining. These are
only some of the many application domains involved in product design, manage-
ment, and information processing, yet they already span a very broad subject
area with a rich literature exploring many details. To focus our investigation,
we concentrate on the following question:
Assuming that the data in the master model originates from dif-
ferent domain-specic programs, how can this information be kept
consistent and how is it maintained under design changes?
In our view, the CAD system is one of the clients of the master model, with the
primary charge of creating and maintaining the net shape information. Thus,
our focus includes the following important special case:
How can we establish and maintain a persistent association between
the geometry data contributed by the CAD system and data origi-
nating from other application programs?
To investigate the focus questions, we explore some of the detail information
needed by the applications mentioned above. In the case studies, we trace the
implications of editing a design with the intent of maximizing the preservation
and maintaining consistency of the information in the master model. This ex-
ploration is pursued to the extent necessary to make progress on the consistency
question. We do not seek to break new ground in feature recognition, process
planning, or any other application domain.
We develop our approach based on the following concept: The master model
is an object-oriented repository that provides essential mechanisms for main-
taining the integrity and consistency of the deposited information structures. It
has several clients, one of which is the CAD system by which the net shape has
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Figure 1: Master model architecture with client views
been designed and which must be used to change net shape. Net shape is one
of the information structures in the master model.
The clients of the master model, in addition to the CAD system, are domain-
specic application subsystems, dealing for instance with manufacturing process
planning, geometric dimensioning and tolerancing, cost estimation, performance
evaluation, and so on. Each client has a view of the product model.
We assume that each client deposits some of the product information it pro-
cesses, in the master model. In addition, the client subsystem would maintain,
at its option, a private data repository for all information that is either to be
kept private from the master model, or else is irrelevant to any other application
view.
When a change is made, a change protocol is followed to ensure that infor-
mation structures maintain consistency. Here, we assume that this protocol is
supported by the clients. The change protocol is, in eect, a blackboard archi-
tecture that posts, in a standard way, which information has changed and how.
It is up to the clients to process this change information and to re-associate,
adjust, change, etc., all domain-specic information they own. We believe that
many of the needed adjustments and changes can be automated, but we allow
that in certain circumstances user intervention may be required.
Overall, the architecture we are proposing is shown in Figure 1. The master
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model is an object server in charge of coordinating all clients, including the
CAD system and the downstream views such as GD&T analysis, manufacturing
process planning for machining, casting, forging, and so on. The master model
maintains an object repository, and we discuss the protocols and information
structures needed to make it work.
Every client may maintain a private repository to do its work. For example,
the CAD system would maintain a CAD data base storing shape designs in a
proprietary format. The NC view might maintain a private data base to store
delta volumes and other intermediate information; etc.
2 Literature Synopsis
The interest in integrated CAD/CAM systems built upon a unique product
model dates back at least two decades; see for example the paper by Newell
and Evans, [19], or the paper by Semenkov, [22], both published in 1976. More
recently, work on this subject explicitly, or even implicitly, has proposed ar-
chitecture designs for CAx systems. See for example the papers in [20]. We
distinguish two major schools of thought.
One school of thought seeks to devise a feature concept that combines as
much information as possible pertaining to dierent application domains and
group that information into a compound feature. For example, the IPK Berlin
work [16] begins with a CSG notion of form feature and then adds \seman-
tic features" that associate with the form features to provide information and
computational services for process planning, performance evaluation, and so on.
This approach simplies the associativity problem because the nongeometric
information is clearly mapped to form features where applicable, or else is in-
dependent of form features. The main criticism of the approach would be that
a primary form-feature view is too limited to address the structuring needs of
all downstream domains, and that dierent domains need to work with dier-
ent feature views that have form aspects that overlap, but are not necessarily
compatible with, the form feature view.
The other school of thought holds that the form feature view is primarily
useful for creating the geometry of the product net shape conveniently, but
that for some of the manufacturing processes other feature views are needed
that work with form aspects which are not clearly related to the form feature
view. We illustrate the plausibility of this assumption below in the case study of
Section 4.2. Work predicated on this assumption requires the notion of feature
mapping or feature conversion, [24, 23], and magnies the problems of changing
the net shape of a part without losing consistency of the feature information for
the other views. See, e.g., [2].
Current approaches handle the consistency and association problems by or-
ganizing the systems as a one-way architecture. The features in an applica-
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tion view are derived from the features in a privileged view, usually the design
view. The designer denes this view and conversion modules generate applica-
tion dependent feature models. If a modication is required by a downstream
application, it must be entered in the privileged view after which new appli-
cation dependent views can be derived, [4]. It is left open how to respond to
design changes, implying that the downstream information must be explicitly
re-associated.
It has been argued that to support concurrent engineering, modications
required by an application should be introduced in the view in which the need
for them arises, and that all modications in any view should be propagated
automatically to all other views, [2, 8]. Work based on this assumption encoun-
ters diculties explaining precisely the ways in which a feature view other than
the design view can change the net shape of the design, and there is a paucity
of techniques to formalize such changes. The work by Bronsvoort et al. is a
notable proposal in that respect, [2, 5, 6, 9]. Briey, this work models the net
shape by a cell complex where the cells are rened such that every feature of
an application view is composed of entire cells. That permits to edit shape me-
chanically from any feature view and achieves consistency across all views. The
diculty of this sound approach is that complex shapes would decompose into
very many cells, so that there are doubts that the approach scales in practice.
There appears to be some acknowledgement of this problem expressed in [7].
In our view, application domains other than the design view have a need to
structure the net shape geometry independently from the way the CAD model
does. It is possible that some form features coincide with features of another
application domain. For example, a hole in the design view is likely to coincide
with a hole feature in the manufacturing view. Moreover, it is helpful to use
such form features when creating the geometry, but it is not always possible to
do so. Therefore, in our view neither school of thought should take precedence,
and we feel that a middle road between them should be taken.
3 Net Shape Element Associativity
We develop a mechanism by which an association can be created and maintained
between the elements of a net shape, i.e., the vertices, edges and faces of the
boundary representation, and other information. The associated information
may be attributes, such as surface nish, or structures that combine a set of
shape elements into a feature form that may be of interest to an application
domain such as machining. The salient features of the association mechanism
are:
1. The client of the master model that made the association does not need
to communicate directly with the CAD system and does not need to know
which CAD system has been used to create or edit the net shape.
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2. The CAD system computes a simple information structure that allows the
client to reassociate the information without any knowledge, on part of
the CAD system, of the nature of the associated information.
3. The mechanism can be supported by the CAD system using internal meth-
ods common to most commercial systems. Furthermore, the mechanism
is separate from proprietary internal methods for persistent naming that
the CAD system might use.
Thus, the association mechanism supports federating the CAD system with
other component systems, through the master model, in a modular architecture.
Moreover, the mechanism can also be used internally by CAD systems to support
a multiplicity of application views, under control of the CAD system. This would
modularize the CAD system architecture and facilitate its extensibility.
3.1 Geometry Certicates
We assume that net shape is represented in a standard way in the repository, as
a boundary representation, and that there is free access to all of its elements.
Each shape element (vertex, edge, face) has a unique identier. It is not required
that this identier remains invariant under changes of the net shape. With every
shape element, we associate a characteristic point. In the case of a vertex, the
vertex coordinates dene the point. In the case of an edge, any point in the
edge interior, suciently distant from the incident vertices, will do. In the case
of a face, an interior face point is chosen, again suitably distant from bounding
edges and vertices. Since net shape is xed in 3-space, there can be no confusion
which shape element the characteristic point belongs to, assuming no errors of
evaluating the geometry.
A geometric certicate is a triple (I; T; P ), where I is the identier of the
shape element in the master model repository, T is the topological type (vertex,
edge, or face), and P is the characteristic point. The identier could be a serial
number of the shape element.
Note that the CAD system can nd every vertex, edge or face in an evalu-
ated CAD model, from its geometry certicate, by simulating a \pick" operation
using the point P . This can be done without knowledge of the net shape ele-
ment identier in the master model. Moreover, assume that the CAD client has
constructed a net shape and deposited it in the master model, and has stored
the CAD model in its private data base in a proprietary format. Then the pro-
prietary CAD model can be re-evaluated at a later date, and the identication
based on the geometry certicate will be equally valid in the newly evaluated
copy of the CAD model.
The identication process, of a net shape element of the master model in the
internal CAD model, based on the geometry certicate, works correctly as long
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as the CAD model has not been edited. The topological type is, strictly speak-
ing, redundant in the geometry certicate. Its presence is helpful, however, when
the simulated pick delivers ambiguous results due to numerical imprecisions of
the evaluation.
We require that the net shape is created by the CAD client, and that the
deposition of the net shape in the master model adds to the shape description of
each element a characteristic point. Moreover, the CAD system has to provide
this net shape representation with a time stamp and an identication of the
(private) CAD model stored in the CAD clients private data repository. This
information is needed to ascertain that the CAD model is in sync with the net
shape in the master model.
3.2 Change Protocol for Shape Edits
After the CAD system has deposited the net shape in the master model, every
application domain is permitted to associate information with its shape elements
in the master model. For each association, the master model maintains a list that
records the geometry certicates of every shape element that has the association,
and the name of the client system who made the association.
It is expected that a client informs the master model that an association has
been made with a specic shape element. This should be done whether or not
the associated information becomes part of the master model, so that the client
can be notied of all shape changes that aect it.
When the CAD system edits the net shape, it is provided by the master
model with the certicates of all shape elements that have an association. If no
information has been associated with a shape element, or if the association has
been deposited by the CAD system in the master model and is automatically
updated by the CAD system, then the corresponding certicates are not in this
change list.
The eect of editing net shape, on any shape element, is composed of the
following events:
1. The element has moved,
2. the element has been deleted,
3. the element has been joined with another element,
4. the element has been split into several new elements,
5. the element has been enlarged or restricted,
6. the element has been created.
Event (6), the creation of a new element, can occur in combination with other
change events. For example, it is possible that an edit joins a face with a newly
created one. An example is shown in Figure 2. The box on the left is edited
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Figure 2: Box edit with event 6 in the change protocol
and a protrusion is added. The top face, marked , is on the change list at the
beginning of the edit. It is merged with a newly created face, marked o.
There may be several events impacting the same shape element. Ordered by
dependency, the sum total of the changes becomes a directed acyclic graph in
which the nodes are shape elements and the edges are events. The roots of the
graph are the shape elements from the change list given to the CAD system by
the master model, and the leaves and interior nodes are shape elements in the
new net shape. Additional roots of the graph may be old net shape elements not
on the change list, involved in a merge, and newly created net shape elements,
also involved in the merge.
The graph can be reduced in many cases. For instance, a face may be moved
several times during an editing sequence, resulting in a chain of \move" events.
Such a chain can (and should) be combined into a single move event. We assume
that such reductions are carried out when constructing the graph.
In many cases, the depth of the graph will be one. In particular, if the edit
results in no topology change, then the (reduced) graph must have depth 1 and
the possible events are restricted to (1) and (5).
3.3 Shape-Dependent Association Updates
After the net shape has been edited in the CAD system, the master model
receives the new net shape, its identication in the CAD system's private repos-
itory, and the change protocol establishing the connection between the elements
of the old and the new net shape. The master model now calls on each applica-
tion client and requests an update of the information that was associated with
the old net shape. How the reassociation should be done depends very much on
the application domain; see also Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 6.
We consider as a simple example an association of textual notes with some
of the net shape elements. Assume that there is an annotation program that
is a client of the master model. The annotator can read the net shape from
the master model and display it visually. It also has an interface that permits
selecting net shape elements and associating new text with that element, or
editing such text. Each annotation can be put into the master model and is
associated with the respective net shape element by referencing the identier of
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the element. When the net shape has been edited by the CAD system, then
the old net shape becomes invalid and the new net shape has to inherit the
associations made by the annotator. That is, the net shape identiers stored
with the annotations have to be updated. The annotation program has to
process the change protocol to update and re-establish the associations.
Re-association is governed by domain-specic rules. The rules must specify
which action to take under each of the six events explained before. For example,
in the case of textual annotations, the rules could be as follows:
(1) move re-attach note to the moved element
(2) delete notify user
(3) join concatenate notes, attach to new element
(4) split attach note to each descendant
(5) change re-attach note to the changed element
(6) new do nothing
More complicated rules might be appropriate, depending on the subject matter
of the notes. They are under the control of the annotation program.
Considering a more complicated scenario, assume that it is possible for the
user to supply some change action with each note. For instance, the user might
attach the note \do not delete" to a face and stipulate the action notify user
with event (2). This simple mechanism would alert designers to a net shape
change that might violate some design assumptions.
3.4 Discussion
Traditionally, once a CAD system emits a standard Brep of a design, for in-
stance in IGES or in STEP, the connection of the shape elements with the CAD
model is lost. The CAD model, stored in proprietary format, can be edited
conveniently, the standard Brep model cannot. Therefore, any associations that
are made by downstream processes with elements of the CAD model are lost as
soon as the CAD model is edited and a new net shape is emitted in standard
Brep. Complicated geometric matching algorithms would be needed to achieve
a measure of \external" associativity between downstream information and net
shape, and such algorithms would fail when the topology of the net shape has
changed appreciably.
The change protocol establishes a mechanism for preserving downstream
associations. By factoring the work of re-association between the CAD system
and the downstream programs, the CAD system is not burdened with having
to understand the nature of the associated information and how it should be
treated under edits.
Each downstream program, now in control of the re-association, can imple-
ment its own re-association semantics. This is appropriate because the down-
stream program has intimate knowledge of the application domain. On part of
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the downstream program, re-association requires understanding the individual
events comprising the change protocol graph. This is made easy by breaking
the eect of shape change into a xed repertoire of elementary events.
Re-association also requires understanding how the associated information
interacts with other application domains. Therefore, it is easiest in those sit-
uations where the associated information is not interrelated with other associ-
ated information. In such situations, simple rules suce to successfully process
graphs of arbitrary complexity, as demonstrated by the example of textual an-
notations.
If the information is interrelated, or if re-association cannot be carried out by
a sequence of atomic actions at each node, then the change protocol graph has to
be understood in a deeper way, and/or its complexity has to be restricted. For
example, we might have to require that any path in the graph have length 1, that
is, each shape element undergoes a single event. For edits that do not change
the topology, this property can be guaranteed. Conversely, if the graph has
depth 1, then the possible topology changes are especially easy to understand.
This argues that if major design revisions would be carried out by a sequence
of smaller shape edits, then the downstream re-association work is made easier,
albeit carried out in several phases.
Many CAD systems oer mechanisms for association through programming
interfaces that allow users to attach information with internal structures. More-
over, geometry kernels such as ACIS provide a call-back mechanism by which
a user-provided routine can be called as the CAD system edit proceeds.
1
Since
these mechanisms are specic to the CAD system, the various downstream pro-
grams have to be customized to conform to the particular conventions of each
CAD system. This means that there would have to be a dierent customization
for dierent CAD systems, a burden that is eliminated if our change protocol
is implemented and the standardized representation of the net shape is CAD
system neutral.
4 Case Studies
We consider the information requirements and changes of two application do-
mains, geometric dimensioning and tolerancing, and manufacturing process plan-
ning for NC machining.
4.1 Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing
Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing, or GD&T, has developed a set of
symbols to dene part shapes, feature form, orientation, runout, prole and
1
This call-back can be considered an automated strategy of breaking up the process of large
edits into small steps that are interleaved with re-association computations.
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location. Once tolerances are assigned, no doubt should be left as to what
is desirable and acceptable, both regards function and cost, so as to obtain
satisfactory parts and assemblies. Geometric dimensioning and tolerancing is a
system based on function and interrelationship of mating features while keeping
in mind manufacturing processes and inspection requirements; [13, 18].
The general geometric dimensioning and tolerancing problem has two parts:
analysis and synthesis. Tolerance analysis attempts to predict the eect that the
tolerances have on one or more design functions. Tolerance synthesis attempts
to compute a set of tolerance values which satisfy constraints on the function of
the design.
The rst case study in this section traces the implications of implementing
GD&T by a separate application program that communicates only with the
master model. In particular, the GD&T application does not directly interact
with the CAD system. All coordination between the GD&T model and the
CAD model is the responsibility of the master model. We assume that some,
but not all GD&T specications to the product model may originate with the
CAD system, for instance some parametric tolerances. If all GD&T information
were associated by the design view, there would be no need to consider master
model consistency between the design view and GD&T view.
4.1.1 Parametric and Geometric Tolerances
There are two primary types of mechanical tolerances: parametric and geomet-
ric. A parametric tolerance denes a limit or a pair of limits applied to some
scalar parameter of a model. It is represented by the nominal value plus an
upper and lower limit, expressed in a standard formalism.
A geometric tolerance denes constraints on the geometry of a feature, that
is, the tolerance denes a zone in which the feature shape must lie. The fea-
tures so toleranced include planes, cylinders, cones, spheres and tori. There are
several kinds of geometric tolerances, controlling various aspects of form and
placement deviations: form tolerance denes the permitted deviation from an
ideal, nominal form, orientation tolerance denes the permitted deviation from
the ideal, nominal orientation, location tolerance denes the permitted deviation
from the nominal position, and runout tolerance denes the permitted deviation
of the feature element from a nominal radius when revolving the part.
A number of researchers have addressed the dicult issues of giving a precise,
mathematical foundation for tolerance specication and analysis; e.g., [3, 11, 27].
4.1.2 References to Net Shape Elements
Three types of entities are involved in a GD&T system: Geometric elements of
the net shape, datums, and dimensions and tolerances.
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The geometric elements to be dimensioned and toleranced are geometric
features such as planes, cylinders, cones, spheres and tori.
Datums dene the orientation and location tolerance zones. Datums are ex-
act geometric entities, such as axes, planes or straight lines, to which tolerances
are related. A datum feature is a geometric element of the net shape of a part,
such as an edge, a planar face or a hole, that is used to establish the location
of a datum. A datum target is a restricted area, a line segment, or a point,
of specied location on the part geometry. Datum targets are used when the
datum features on the physical part may have relatively large form deviations
from the tolerance orientation or location. For instance, a nominally planar face
of the CAD model may not be suciently planar on the manufactured part.
So, we may dene a target datum plane by locating three target datum points
on the face that in turn dene the datum plane. Rules are established how to
measure and locate the target datums on the physical part when inspecting it.
Datums may be established in several dierent ways: by a single datum fea-
ture, by two or more datum features with some specied priority, or by datum
targets having given priority. Priority denes a precedence order when fulll-
ing tolerance requirements. Three levels of precedence are usually considered;
primary, secondary and tertiary.
Dimensions and tolerances would be built from a set of symbols according
to rules set forth in standards such as [30]. Parametric tolerances can be rep-
resented as follows. The most widely used representation species the nominal
value plus two signed maximum deviations. If the tolerance is symmetric, that
is, the deviations have the same absolute value, only one value is given preceded
by . Another representation is by two extreme values. A third by specifying
the number of signicant decimals.
Geometric tolerances have, in general, two components: a parametric toler-
ance and a feature control frame which denes the allowed deviation from the
ideal size. The geometric tolerance applies to the feature being controlled. Fea-
ture control frames are composed of several elds: A geometric characteristic
symbol, a tolerance zone descriptor, a tolerance of location, a material condition
symbol, and primary, secondary and tertiary datums.
Figure 3 shows a dimensioning and geometrical tolerancing denition exam-
ple. The annotation on top gives the parametric dimension; there are two holes
with a diameter ranging from 0.250 to 0.260. The hole feature control frame
tolerance is enclosed in the box and is interpreted left to right. The symbol in
the rst eld indicates that the control frame is a location tolerance dening
a true position. The second eld prescribes that the actual hole axis should
be contained within a cylinder of diameter 0.030 whose axis coincides with the
theoretically exact position at maximum material condition. The third eld de-
scribes that the theoretically exact position is dened by the theoretically exact
dimensions with respect to datums A, B and C, where datum B is considered
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Figure 3: A geometric dimensioning and tolerancing denition
at maximum material condition.
4.1.3 GD&T Features in the Master Model
Geometric dimensioning and tolerancing information units may refer to geo-
metric elements belonging to dierent manufacturing features. Therefore, it is
appropriate to dene a new feature type to represent them. The feature will
include:
1. Dimension
(a) number of instances
(b) type of dimension: diameter, radius, ...
(c) nominal dimension
(d) upper and lower limit deviations for the nominal dimension
(e) references to geometric elements supporting the dimension
2. Feature control frame
(a) geometric characteristic: a symbol
(b) descriptor: symbol
(c) location tolerance: value
(d) material condition: symbol
(e) primary datum: datum, symbol
(f) secondary datum: datum, symbol
(g) tertiary datum: datum, symbol
Instead of items (1c) and (1d), the limits for the dimension value may be given.
A geometric dimensioning and tolerancing entity may have more than one fea-
ture control frame.
Since nominal dimension values are also used for the constraint schema of
the part design, and may be toleranced in some design systems, adding GD&T
features may lead to inconsistencies when editing the design. Therefore, we
have to address how to maintain associativity and consistency between GD&T
features dened by the CAD system and those dened by the GD&T view.
A datum in geometric dimensioning and tolerancing is always either a ge-
ometric element of the part's boundary or is derived from geometric elements
of the part's boundary. In the rst case, the geometric element referred to is
part of the net shape description. In the second case, a new geometry must be
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created, but it is functionally dependent on target datums that refer in turn to
boundary elements of the net shape.
4.1.4 GD&T and Master Model Associativity
A downstream GD&T application creates three types of information that should
be noted by the CAD system when editing:
1. Add a new dimension or tolerance.
2. Delete an existing dimension or tolerance.
3. Modify a dimension or tolerance.
Some dimensions and tolerances may originate from the design view. In that
case, the dimensions are used for the constraint schema dening the variational
CAD model. Deleting or modifying those dimensions impacts the net shape.
When new dimensions and tolerances are created by the GD&T application,
the corresponding features and datums are generated in the master model. Da-
tums that are geometric elements of the net shape are identied in the master
model. Target datums are created as new geometric entities and reference the
appropriate net shape elements and other datums. If some dimensions and tol-
erances have been deleted, they are eliminated from the representation in the
master model. If some dimensions and tolerances have been modied, they are
updated in the master model representation.
Figure 4 illustrates a modication process taken from Henzold, [13]. In the
gure shown on the left, the dimensions and tolerances are as dened by the
designer; here the total tolerance is indicated at nominal size. On the right side,
the tolerance specications have been changed to distribute the tolerances on
size and geometry as recommended by manufacturing.
As a consequence of the interaction between the GD&T application and the
master model, the master model may have changed. The changes are commu-
nicated by the master model to the CAD system in a suitable format, and the
geometry certicates are used to assure that the shape element references in the
master model can be correctly collated with internal CAD structures needed to
edit the CAD model.
The CAD model will have dening and driven dimensions. Dening dimen-
sions are valuated explicitly by the designer and dene the instantiated net
shape that was communicated to the master model by the design view. Driven
dimensions are valuated implicitly from the instance. Roughly speaking, driven
dimensions are measured from the constructed net shape.
If the CAD model is not fully constrained, then the addition of new dimen-
sions will impose new constraints that likely aect the net shape. The constraint
solver of the CAD system typically infers appropriate additional dimension val-
ues in the course of solving the constraint schema, using a private, internal
strategy. Those assumed dimensions may now become obsolete because of the
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Figure 4: Modications in a dimension and tolerance specication.
added GD&T dimensions. This requires resynchronizing the master model with
the design view.
Some GD&T dimensions may overconstrain the CAD model requiring rec-
onciliation of the conicting dimensions (see Section 5). The GD&T application
can be expected to be capable of detecting conicting dimensions, thus oering
an opportunity to override design view dimensions and altering the constraint
schema used to dene the net shape. Two scenarios can be implemented:
1. The design dimensions are considered immutable. In this case, the GD&T
application would not be allowed to alter or delete design dimensions,
and reconciliation would have to be done by appropriately changing the
dimensions and tolerances introduced by the GD&T application. This can
be done by the GD&T view alone if the CAD system has fully constrained
the model.
2. The design view dimensions and tolerances can be changed by the GD&T
application. Here, reconciliation must be done by the design view, altering
or deleting any dimension or tolerance until consistency is achieved, giving
due priority to the GD&T view dimensions.
In the rst scenario, no change of the net shape can ensue because all design
dimensions are preserved, provided the part is fully constrained. In that case,
no further action is required by the master model. If the part is only partially
constrained in the design view, then net shape changes are likely and must be
computed as described next.
In the second scenario, we allow the change of design view dimensions and
tolerances. The complication here is that the change of a dening design di-
mensions implies a change of driven design dimensions. The implied changes
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cannot be evaluated by the GD&T view without substantial duplication of CAD
system functionality, and are therefore best done by the design view. Moreover,
the inferred dimensions used by the CAD system to handle underconstrained
specications are not normally disclosed. We can determine whether such an
inferred dimension or geometric constraint has been changed when the imposed
GD&T dimension is at variance with the net shape in the master model.
In either scenario, the interaction between the design view and the GD&T
view concerns the constraint schema of the design view and the implications
on net shape. Therefore, the second scenario requires a two-step update to
synchronize the master model: First, update the design view (from the master
model). This update may involve net shape changes according to the deletions
or modications to design view dimensions, and accounting for the newly added
GD&T dimensions. Second, post the net shape changes to the master model
which in turn calls on the GD&T application so that the application can exam-
ine the change protocol and update its internal data structures and recompute
datums that are functionally dependent on the net shape.
4.2 Manufacturing Process Planning
Given a product to be manufactured, manufacturing process planning maps the
design of the product onto the methods used to create it. Process planning
involves [31]:
 Recognizing the constituent elements of the product;
 Dening work tasks for the construction or manufacture of each element;
 Choosing manufacturing or construction technologies and resources used
in these tasks;
 Estimating duration and cost of individual tasks;
 Preparing project schedules.
The resulting plan consists of the selected resources and technologies associated
with the tasks, and the assignment of the tasks to time slots in the production
schedule.
In the following, we will focus on mechanical manufacturing processes em-
ploying numerically controlled machining (NC). In this eld, the conceptual
elements of the product are machining features and the purpose of the planning
task is to detail step-by-step the machining processes required to realize the
nal manufactured part. Typically these tasks are concerned with high-level
processing such as dening:
- How to prepare the stock,
- the number of setups of operations that are required,
- the machining tools to be used for the setups and operations,
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- stock xturing and mounting details, and
- the areas and shapes to be machined; i.e., the machining features.
As part of the plan, a manufacturing method is assigned to each machining
feature. These methods, in turn, refer to the various manufacturing steps or tool
paths required to machine the shape by NC-driven manufacturing machinery.
Note that several features might be manufactured in the same step, for instance
when gang drilling, or in the same setup.
A part can have one or more manufacturing plans, each prescribing a dif-
ferent way to machine the part. This oers some degrees of freedom that allow
developing dierent strategies to machine the part using machines of dierent
types, studying alternative machining strategies, and assessing the eects of a
design change.
Restricting in the following to machining features, we curtail the diversity
of the feature set under consideration and restrict the manufacturing processes.
Note, however, that the question of how to organize the information so as to
maintain a valid master model, is paradigmatic of the larger manufacturing
context.
4.2.1 Design Features and Machining Features
By design features we mean those features that are used by the designer when
creating the solid model from which to derive the net shape. The repertoire
and semantics of available design features as well as the way in which they are
used, depend to a large extent on the considered CAD system. Common design
features available in most of the systems include cuts and protrusions. The
meaning associated with a cut is material removal while a protrusion means
material addition. Typically, design features that are cuts include holes, slots,
steps and pockets. Bosses, pads, and ribs are protrusion features. User-dened
features can add to this repertoire and allow the introduction of veriably valid
design feature use; [15].
A manufacturing feature is commonly dened as a collection of related geo-
metric elements that correspond to a particular manufacturing method or pro-
cess, or which can be used to reason about a suitable manufacturing method or
process for creating that geometry; [25].
Each machining feature has a boundary and a set of characteristic parame-
ters that completely and unambiguously dene it. The elements in the boundary
denition can be tagged with specic names. For example, a pocket would have
oor and side faces. Moreover, the shape elements adjacent to the feature bound-
ary can also be tagged. For example, an open slot would have an entry and an
exit face. The parameters describe the feature's size, location and orientation.
Examples include axis, diameter, depth, width, etc.
The repertoire of machining features is limited by the type of machining
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Figure 5: Block with a pocket containing a hole through a boss.
tools and processes available to create them, and their semantics is determined
by the fact that NC machining is always a subtractive process. For example,
the ISO standard [1] classies machining features as machining, transition, and
replicated features. Machining features include slots, holes, pockets, steps, etc.
Replicate features are patterns built by replicating a given machining feature.
Transition features are chamfers, edge rounds and llets.
4.2.2 Generating Machining Features
When a part requiring NC machining has been designed, it can be manufactured
only after the machining features have been identied on it. The derivation of
machining features from the available design data is therefore an important task.
In general, design features dier from machining features in type, semantics and
way of use. As a consequence, deriving manufacturing data from design data,
in the most general cases, turns out to be a dicult problem.
To illustrate the dierence between the design and machining features, con-
sider the pocket of Figure 5. The pocket contains a bridge across the bottom.
It is plausible that the designer creates this shape by rst making a pocket of
maximum depth, and then adds the rib as a protrusion with llets at the edges.
So, the design feature view sees a three-step progression, namely block ! cut
! protrusion. See also Figure 6.
Since machining is a purely subtractive process, the feature structure for
machining purposes might be as illustrated in Figure 7, namely block! shallow
pocket ! deeper pocket to the left of the bridge ! deeper pocket to the right
of the bridge.
It is clear, therefore, that the design view and the manufacturing/machining
view may structurally diverge. There has been high quality work on this feature
conversion problem; see [5, 6, 9, 23], and the references in [26].
We believe that the problem of automatic feature conversion cannot be solved
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Figure 6: Design view sequence: make a cut, then add a protrusion.
completely, because the range of possible manufacturing shapes is too vast;
[12]. Further complications arise from feature compounding and, particularly,
from feature collision. Feature conversion can be partially automated, however,
especially for many prismatic part designs, and the work on feature recognition
[17, 21, 28, 29] plays a role.
When mapping design features in the CAD model onto machining features,
several types of mappings can arise, [23]. They can be conceptualized by the
following three situations:
1. Some design features coincide in form and geometric semantics with some
machining feature. In this case, the mapping is straightforward. In general
these features belong to the class of features that remove material from
the workpiece. Examples include holes, slots, and steps. Note that a
machining feature may also correspond to a group of design features.
2. Some design features do not exactly coincide in form and geometric mean-
ing with any machining feature but they are closely related. In this case,
the mapping has to do some additional work to recognize the machining
feature. An example is a blind cut with an arbitrary closed prole and at
bottom where every edge of the bottom has been lleted. The cut can be
Figure 7: Machining view sequence: make a shallow pocket, then deepen the
pockets to the left and right of the bridge.
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naturally mapped onto a pocket machined with a milling tool that has an
appropriate radius.
3. If there is no clear relationship between design features and any machining
feature, a feature recognition process can be invoked to analyze the part's
boundary. The recognition process may succeed in identifying the ma-
chining features needed to manufacture the part. Furthermore, we could
rely on a manual feature identication process, supplementing automatic
recognition, or as sole mechanism for feature conversion.
In the rst and second situation, there is an automatic connection between
design and machining features that can be formalized simply by matching feature
names and shape parameters. In the third case, the machining feature recognizer
must include the appropriate logic to carry out the mapping.
4.2.3 Machining Features in the Master Model
Machining features are used for several purposes, including setup, operation
plan and tool path motion generation. We want them represented explicitly in
the master model.
Every machining and transition feature can be dened generically by means
of a set of parameters. For example, an open slot can be represented by a
numerical parameter that denes the slot depth; by a prole, consisting of a
set of 1-dimensional geometric elements; and by a trajectory for the sweep,
again a set of 1-dimensional geometric elements. If the slot is not open, then
appropriate end conditions must be dened as well. Replicated features can be
dened generically by describing the element feature plus the set of parameters
that dene the pattern; rectangular, circular, etc. When representing these
features, we do not want to duplicate information already present in the master
model.
First, consider machining and transition features. If such a feature coincides
with a design feature, we simply identify the design feature in the net shape in
the way the CAD system has done. If the machining feature includes several
design features, the machining feature is represented by a list of design feature
identiers, one for each component design feature. Finally, if the machining fea-
ture is composed of geometric elements identied individually on the net shape,
and the elements do not comprise complete design features, then the machining
representation should include the identiers of these geometric elements plus
the identiers of fully included design features.
Since replicated features are composed from machining features, the same
rationale applies to the description of their components. Therefore, a replicate
feature will be represented as a list of machining features plus the information
dening the pattern.
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Note that machining features include surface nish and tolerance informa-
tion. Surface nish is represented as an attribute associated with referenced
elements of the net shape. The reference could be directly or via a reference to
an element of a design feature, depending on the machining feature. Tolerance
information is represented by identifying the corresponding tolerance feature.
4.2.4 Machining Features and Master Model Associativity
We assume that all the machining features in the part to be manufactured have
been successfully generated by either an automatic or a manual process, or by
a combination of both.
While design feature information originates in the CAD model, some of the
machining feature information could have been derived by other clients of the
master model. The deposited information includes a standard description of the
net shape plus all information on design features, parameters, and constraints
that the CAD system discloses. This information must be appropriately associ-
ated in the master model, and must be made persistent and consistent with all
feature views supported by the master model.
We already discussed how to persistently identify elements of the net shape
and how to publish their metamorphosis under CAD system edits of the net
shape, in the change protocol. Thus, associations of surface nish are easy to
maintain persistently. Moreover, maintaining the information associated with
machining features that correspond to one or more design features is straight-
forward. Finally, the maintenance of tolerance feature information has been
discussed before in Section 4.1.
It remains to explain the persistent maintenance of machining features that
are composed of several net shape elements that do not comprise entire design
features. To do so, we need to consider the nature of the changes that arise from
the manufacturing process planning work. These changes apply to all machining
features whether they correspond to one or more design features or not.
When a manufacturing method is assigned to a machining feature, two dier-
ent outcomes are possible: the method can be completed successfully or it fails.
Some factors that aect the assignment process are material properties, geo-
metric structure of the part, dimensioning and tolerancing values, and available
tools. Examples of outputs generated by a manufacturing process assignment
that fails are:
 the stock cannot be prepared
 the part cannot be clamped in a setup
 an entry face of a machining feature cannot be accessed
 the machining tool cannot perform as required
 the machining tool is not available
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To illustrate the nature of changes that manufacturing process planning may
require, we consider only two factors that may aect manufacturing methods
assignments: the geometric structure of the part, and dimensioning and toler-
ancing values. Factors such as material properties are not a problem because
changing them would not impact the (nominal) CAD model.
First, consider the situation where a manufacturing method cannot be as-
signed because of the geometric structure of the part. In general, this situation
cannot be eliminated with a simple edit of the part. Instead, a major revision
of the part design may be required. A typical example is that an entry face
of a machining feature cannot be accessed. The process planner will report the
machining feature that cannot be manufactured as well as those part geometries
that preclude access to the entry face.
Consider now the situation where the assignment of a manufacturing method
fails because a nominal dimension requires a tool for machining that is not
available. For example, a slot may have been designed with a width smaller
than the smallest mill available. The process planner will generate a report
describing the machining feature and the range of nominal values for which
tools are available. Here, the required geometry changes are driven by changing
the respective parameter that is already present in the master model. Most
likely, there will be no fundamental change of the topology, implying that the
change protocol is a graph of depth 1.
Finally consider the case where the assignment fails because tolerancing
requirements are too tight and the available machine cannot perform the op-
eration. For example, a surface nish may require a high speed mill, but the
machine does not have the sucient horse power to cut the material at that
speed. The process planner will report on the performing range of the available
tool (given the material and tolerance stipulated). Here, the required changes do
not aect the shape of the part. Hence, editing is reduced to updating tolerance
specications already dened in the master model. They have to be coordinated
with the GD&T view, and the CAD model should update its internal model if
some of the tolerances originated from CAD model specications.
In summary, the information to record the shape of the manufacturing fea-
tures can be obtained by referring to design features, or else be built up by
mappings from net shape and attributes on net shape elements. In the latter
case, the structuring information such as parameters and dimensions may be in
conict with the design view parameters and dimensions. They are valuated ini-
tially as driven dimensions. This feature information is supplemented by GD&T
features, and by surface nish and material attributes.
The changes to net shape that arise out of the machining and process plan-
ning view either are major design revisions, and then they should not be au-
tomated, or else they are changes of feature parameters that imply minimal
topology changes. Where the parameters are in conict with the design param-
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eters and dimensions, a constraint schema reconciliation is needed as discussed
in Section 5.
5 Constraint Schema Reconciliation
Both the GD&T view and the machining view may request changes of dimen-
sion and add dimensional constraints that conict with design constraints. Both
views may base this change request on features that are not design features or
groups of design features. Therefore, the specic dimensions they request to
change may be dimensions that are driven by design parameters and dimen-
sional constraints. We abstract the situation in the following constraint schema
reconciliation problem.
5.1 Problem Formulation
Given a spatial arrangement of net shape elements E, consider a set of con-
straints C on them, such as dimensional constraints, constraints of angle, tan-
gency, perpendicularity, and so on. We consider a maximal subset of constraints
C
0
 C such that the constraint schema is not overconstrained. We require that
the constraints in C   C
0
are all dimensional constraints of distance or angle.
That is, the constraints in C   C
0
, if any, are driven dimensions whose value is
determined by the constraints in C
0
.
Similarly, we consider a separate constraint schema C
0
on the same net shape
elements E, and a maximal subset C
0
0
that is not overconstrained. Again, the
constraints in C
0
  C
0
0
are all dimensional, and are also driven.
By reconciling C with C
0
, we mean adjoining to the constraints in C
0
con-
straints drawn from C
0
such that the resulting, enlarged set C
1
is not overcon-
strained. Note that the denition of C
1
is nondeterministic. Note also that we
allow adding to C
0
driven dimensions from C
0
.
Similarly, by reconciling C
0
with C, we mean adjoining to the constraints
in C
0
0
constraints drawn from C such that the resulting, enlarged set C
0
1
is not
overconstrained. Again we allow adding constraints of C   C
0
, and again the
process is nondeterministic. An analogous denition holds for the 2-dimensional
case.
Note that the essence of making a change to the CAD model from feature
parameters and constraints drawn from a dierent, not necessarily compati-
ble, application domain with its application-specic features is this constraint
schema reconciliation problem.
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Figure 8: Net shape with two dierent constraint schemata
5.2 Example
Consider the two-dimensional net shape of Figure 8 with the two constraint
schemata as shown. Assume that the left one is schema C, and call it the design
view. C is well constrained, i.e., C
0
= C, assuming that all sides meet perpen-
dicularly. The right constraint schema is C
0
, and we might call it a machining
view. It is underconstrained, but the constraint set C [ C
0
is overconstrained.
Then a reconciliation of C with C
0
would be C. This means that every dimen-
sional constraint of C
0
is driven. Conversely, a reconciliation of C
0
with C might
be the set
2
C
0
0
= fh; k;m; n; b; fg
That is, with this reconciliation, the constraints of C
0
0
are used to change the
design view, as requested by the machining view, and the design dimensions
fa; c; d; eg are driven in that case.
5.3 Technical Issues
In the example, the schema reconciliation is essentially a one-dimensional prob-
lem because of the simplicity of shape and the constraint schemata. More gen-
erally, however, reconciliation requires a systematic approach. Thus, in 2D, the
techniques of [10] can be applied to determine which constraints can be adjoined
with the guarantee that the schema will not become overconstrained. For spatial
constraint schemata, a more general degree-of-freedom analysis must be used.
The reconciliation problem is more complicated for history-based CAD de-
sign systems. In these systems, the geometry is constructed sequentially, using
parametric spatial and variational planar constraints. Since parametric con-
straint schemata are inherently less powerful than variational ones, the para-
metric spatial constraints are readily processed. Moreover, it is relatively sim-
ple to change a planar constraint schema on a prole to a corresponding spatial
constraint schema, for example in the case of extrusions and revolutions.
2
If the top edges are collinear, then constraint b is redundant.
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Figure 9: Constraint target transfer: A distance constraint between edge e and
face g can be transferred to an equivalent constraint between face f and face g
after a chamfer removes edge e.
However, in the case of general sweeps, the prole schema and the particu-
lars of the trajectory may not be recoverable. Worse, the constraints may refer
to geometric elements that exist at some point in the construction history but
are not part of the net geometry, and this is a major issue when devising algo-
rithms for the reconciliation problem. In some cases, constraint targets can be
transferred to other net shape elements. An example is shown in Figure 9. In
the design, a protrusion is created on top of the block and its position on the
top face is determined by a distance constraint between the edge e and the edge
in the prole by which the protrusion was created. Since the protrusion is an
extrusion, the dimension is equivalently between the edge e and the face g. In a
subsequent step a chamfer is added, thereby losing the edge e. Since the face f
is adjacent to e and is perpendicular to the top face of the block, the dimension
can be transferred to a distance constraint between the face f and the face g.
Clearly, it is not always possible to transfer constraint references to be on
the net shape, and in those cases the constraint reconciliation problem is sub-
stantially harder. However, good design practice argues that dimensions and
constraints should ultimately be between net shape elements.
5.4 The Role of Design Style
For history-based CAD systems, design style is an issue because a poorly struc-
tured design history can be an obstacle to redesign.
3
Constraint reconciliation
can be facilitated by design style as well.
Consider the following, simple design example illustrated in Figure 10. The
base shape shown on the left is dened as a rectangle. Then the designer adds
a circle and places the center with distance constraints to the two vertices of
the base rectangle. Finally, the vertices, used to place the center of the circle,
3
According to private communication with engineers at GM Delphi Saginaw, design feature
dependencies may be created that later come into conict with the requirements for redesign.
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Figure 10: A poor design history
are rounded. This design history is problematic. In the net shape, shown on
the right of Figure 10, the distance dimensions placing the center of the hole
are not anchored to net shape elements, nor to datum geometry dened by the
net shape. It is possible to reconcile such a constraint schema, by unwinding it
across the design history, but this is not necessarily desirable because, from a
product design perspective, this design is inferior and should be discouraged.
A better design is shown in Figure 11. Here, explicit construction geometry
has been introduced to dene the points that anchor the dimensional constraints
on the hole, and that construction geometry can be captured by datum deni-
tions based on the net shape. While more acceptable than the rst design, this
design still has problems when we take the inspection view of the design into
account: It is dicult to measure the position of the hole accurately.
Considering geometric constraints and their reconciliation, we conclude that
the following two design rules are desirable when using constraint-based, history-
based CAD systems:
1. Where possible, a dimensional constraint in the design view should refer
to net shape elements or to datums derived from net shape elements.
2. When dening constraints on a sketched cross section, silhouettes and
projected vertices and edges should not be referred to. An exception could
be made for the silhouette of a spherical surface.
Figure 11: An improved design history
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When following these style rules, constraint schema reconciliation is simpler,
and so is maintaining downstream views such as GD&T and inspection. There-
fore, the rules promote that the net shape design already consider some of the
requirements of the GD&T and inspection views.
6 Protocols for Information Flow
We assume that every information item in the master model is placed by a
client system in charge of doing the primary editing of the item. Net shape, in
particular, is created and edited by the CAD system. The change protocol is
a mechanism to account for the fact that shape information changes aect the
information that is processed and maintained by other application domains, in
particular the shape aspect of the domain-specic features downstream applica-
tions may work with.
Clearly, information that has been created and is owned by a client with one
view can aect many other clients, including the CAD system. For example,
assume that the net shape was prepared by the CAD system using some dimen-
sional constraint that, after analyzing geometric dimensioning and tolerancing
information in the GD&T view has to be changed. Then the change, required
by the GD&T view, aects the CAD view. Potentially many other application
views are aected as well. The dimension changes may be indirect, since there
is no guarantee that the shape design is dimensioned in a way fully compatible
with the GD&T view.
This cross-dependency of information between views requires explicit proto-
cols that ensure that information is added to the master model in an orderly
manner and is updated maintaining consistency of and between all views. In
many cases, the protocols mirror the organizational structures now in place in
corporations for carrying out to design changes. In terms of relational data
base design, transaction serializability is an approximate counterpart to such
protocols.
We restrict to three views: the CAD design view, the GD&T view, and
the manufacturing view. For the manufacturing view we assume that the NC
machining discussed in Section 4.2 is carried out on stock that comes from
casting, forming, or is from externally manufactured supply. If the stock has
shape that is functionally dependent on the net shape, for example in the case
of casting, the relationship between net shape and intermediate shapes should
be formalized. For example, the functional dependency in the case of machining
from cast stock could include the following rules:
1. The volume to be removed by machining must exceed a minimum thickness
condition. That is, we need to enlarge the net shape by a particular oset
from the machined surfaces.
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GD&T View
CAD View
Manuf. View
Figure 12: Information ow and feedback, waterfall approach. Feedback paths
shown dashed.
2. All edges should be rounded or lleted with a radius not less than a specic
value.
3. Side surfaces in the mold should have a draft angle.
Such guidelines could be part of the master model, or they could be rules private
to manufacturing process planning clients. The rules would advise the manu-
facturing engineer how to derive an intermediate shape from the net shape.
Whether the intermediate shapes are deposited in the master model is up to
the client. However, the net shape elements from which the intermediate form
derivation keys o should be tagged in the master model so that the client can
respond to relevant net shape changes.
The design begins with the CAD model of the net shape. The Brep is
deposited in the master model. Then, the GD&T view is activated. If the GD&T
view requires net shape changes, they must be carried out rst. They would
concern changes to dimensions and tolerances, and aect function, cost and
manufacturing yield. After those changes have been made, possibly requiring
constraints schema reconciliations, the manufacturing view is activated. This
view examines the machinability. If dimensional changes are required, they
are fed back to the CAD system for constraint schema reconciliation and are
then handed to the GD&T view, starting a new design cycle. If the geometric
structure cannot be machined, then human intervention is needed and a major
redesign is in order. The information ow between the views thus should be
made consistent with the ow diagram of Figure 12, which is essentially the
traditional waterfall model of product design.
By analyzing the data ow at a ner level of granularity for each view, as
we did in the case studies before, more can be achieved. For example, assume
that the CAD view does not utilize or dene tolerancing information. This
assumption is consistent with assuming that the CAD view denes the nominal
net shape using only dimensions and constraints. In that case, the GD&T
and the manufacturing views are the only ones concerned with tolerancing.
Therefore, a feedback loop between them can be created safely and restricted to
tolerance changes. Dimensional changes aecting net shape would still follow the
feedback pattern of Figure 12. The new information ow between the views is
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GD&T View
CAD View
Manuf. View
Figure 13: Information ow and feedback dierentiated by information type.
Feedback paths shown dashed.
shown in Figure 13 without showing explicitly the object structure and services
provided by the master model server to implement this information ow and
notify the clients as required.
7 Summary
Integrated product master models are of long-standing interest, but seem to be
dicult to realize. We believe that a major barrier is to establish a persistent
association of information structures with net shape elements, and to maintain
consistency of all information under distributed updates. Further complications
arise from the fact that CAD models and CAD systems have to maintain the
privacy of some internal representations and methods.
The change protocol described in this paper oers a realistic approach to
externalizing the asociation mechanism without compromising proprietary data
and methods, and shifts the eort of updating domain-specic data associated
with net shape to the application clients of the master model who best under-
stand their domain.
In two case studies we have given evidence that the organization we propose
here solves the information needs and oers the necessary services to maintain
consistency in the master model. They illustrate how the architecture works,
and point to the importance of formal information ow mechanisms as discussed.
Moreover, they underscore that the feature conversion problem can be solved,
in large part, by constraint schema reconciliation, a problem that is exacerbated
by history-based CAD systems and ameliorated by certain design rules.
By design, our architecture is modular and constitutes a signicant step to
an extensible master model that does not need new modications of the CAD
system every time another application domain is added.
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